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Classroom Observation Notes  

 

Teacher: Lara Pinto  

Lesson: Writing Workshop 

Grade 4 

Date: October 1, 2013 

 

 

Component EVIDENCE Level of 

Performance 

 2a: Creating an Environment of Respect and 

Rapport 

Highly Effective 

2a Teacher L: “I am so impressed with the actors in this 

class!” 
 

2a Teacher L says to E--, “I love how you added on more 

dialogue.” 

 

2a “E--, high-five (gives her a high-five). What an actress 

this girl is.” Teacher L and class applaud. 

 

2a When students are asked to “turn and talk” they face 

each other and look at each other when they are 

speaking.   

 

2a Teacher L encourages student, “You are ready. Go off to 

your seat. You‟ve got this!” Student smiles and goes to 

her desk. 

 

2a Students are looking and listening as their classmate, T--

, shares her revision on the document camera. 

 

2a T-- reads her story out loud, “…Sabrina cried in 

between sniffs, covering her eyes to hide the tears.” 

Teacher K‟s jaw drops and eyes widen with how 

impressed she is with her use of action in dialogue. 

 

2a After a student reads her piece during the mid workshop, 

teacher says to students, “You don‟t have to clap but 

that‟s sweet.”   

 

2a Teacher L: “Thank you…back to work writers…”  

2a Student is holding writing and asks teacher, “Is there 

like a word, like a trait word, for if you have good 

strategies?” Teacher L points to student‟s page, “You 

wrote strategic.” Student says, “That is a word?” 

Teacher L nods and smiles, “Beautiful.” Student smiles. 

 

2a As A-- shares what she learned, students are looking at 

her and a boy nods in agreement. 

 

 2b: Establishing a Culture for Learning Highly Effective 

2b T: “Writers last night I was studying your writing, You 

know how some stories put you to sleep and other 

stories are so interesting they keep you awake!” 

Students are shaking their heads with the teacher,  

Student‟s laugh as they listen to the analogy 
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2b Teacher L instructs students to work as partners and 

they automatically turn to their partners and begin to 

work on the work they were instructed to do 

 

2b Student turns to partner and acknowledges what she says 

and responds to it. 

 

2b Teacher L responds, “So maybe this isn‟t a great spot 

for you to do this, and I know this is really, really hard 

work…” She directs her to read through the whole first 

page and think about where her character should be 

speaking. “Okay, I‟m gonna leave you, and come back 

to you. Okay?” 

 

2b/3d Teacher instructs students to begin independent work 

and they go back to their seats and begin.  With that said 

she also asks students who had difficulty to stay on the 

carpet and four students acknowledge that they need 

extra help and remain on the carpet. 

 

2b Later in the workshop, Teacher L is sitting with a group 

of four students on the rug, and says, “Today I want to 

teach you something really sophisticated to lift the level 

of your work even higher. I just wanna let you know, 

it‟s not easy work, okay. But I think you guys can do it, 

so we‟re just gonna try.” 

 

2b/3b When teacher confers with a student about his writing 

and asks him what he is working on, he lets her know he 

is making revisions: “I was revising my work where…” 

Teacher asks student, “So this is all the dialogue that 

you added? How did you use what we did today into 

your work?” Student explains to teacher how he has 

initiated improvements based on the lesson. He says, 

“Well, I added a little more action. So well, when she 

was acting up there, I tried to use that.” Teacher asks 

him to show her where. He shows teacher his writing 

and teacher reads over his shoulder and nods as student 

reads aloud. “Eric stopped and shook his head. I love 

that you‟re adding in dialogue and action… ” 

 

 

2b At the end of the lesson, teacher asks students to discuss 

with partners what they learned that day to offer the 

opportunity for students to explain why what they are 

learning is important. Two students share out to class 

what they have learned: 

 

Student A: “I learned that um, that dialogue and action, 

like action it kind of helps you like and the dialogue it 

helps you know how the character is saying like the 

voice, how the character is feeling, how the character is 

saying.”   
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Student B: “Well, I learned to use dialogue like well, I 

used action in my dialogue tags a lot and um and like 

how the character is saying something when they um 

when they say it and like how other characters respond.” 

 2c: Managing Classroom Procedures Highly Effective 

2c Partners immediately turn toward each other and begin 

reading from their writing. 

 

2c Teacher snaps fingers as students are turning and talking 

in partnerships on the rug during the lesson; all students 

stop talking and turn back to face the teacher. 

 

2c Teacher L is sitting with four students on a rug for small 

group work. All students have their draft writing and a 

pencil.  

 

2c Four students in small group quickly get started writing 

because they already have their drafts in front of them 

on the rug. 

 

2c While students are independently working (and working 

with their partners), Teacher L says, “Writers, can I have 

your eyes and ears for a minute…” Students stop and 

look up at her. 

 

2c Teacher L says, “Writers, can you put your pencils 

down and meet me on the rug with nothing in your 

hands in your rug spots.” Students immediately and 

silently put work down and head to the rug. Students are 

seated with their eyes on the teacher in less than 15 

seconds. 

 

 2d: Managing Student Behavior Highly Effective 

2d Teacher L: “Bring that part of your story to life in your 

conch shell. But remember, only you should be able to 

hear yourself – your neighbor shouldn‟t be able to hear 

you.” 

 

2d Four students at a table, without a teacher, are all writing 

quietly. 

 

2d A table group of five students are all writing at their 

desks without supervision. 

 

2d Teacher L says, “All eyes are on T--.”  

2d Group of five students work independently at table. One 

girl is using her conch shell to read her story out loud 

without interrupting other students. One boy has his 

hand up to his ear to try and hear his story.  

 

 

 2e: Organizing Physical Space Highly Effective 

2e Students are sitting on the rug looking forward at the 

teacher. Six students are sitting on chairs or on the 

bench along the side and back. All students can see the 

chart pad at the front. 

 

2e Teacher L: “The work we‟ll find today is right up there. 

K-- can you touch where we‟re going to look to make 
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sure we‟re including that.” K-- touches the spot on the 

poster. All students can see the “Qualities of Narrative 

Writing” checklist. 

2e Interactive sample of revision of writing  

2e Chart--Writers Revise Dialogue to Add – is written in 

different colors to attract students with sensory 

perception difficulty 

 

2e During small group Lara brings back chart and instructs 

students to use it to help them – Chart is a web about the 

character Laura from the Memory String 

 

2e Teacher uses mentor text as example  

2e Teacher L says, “Go ahead and put it under the 

document camera, so everyone can see that part, 

sweetie.” Student arranges her writing piece under the 

document camera to show the class. 

 

2e Chart pads from past lessons are up on the wall with 

large writing and real student examples for students to 

refer to. 

 

 DOMAIN 3  

 3a: Communicating with Students Highly Effective 

3a Teacher L: “Writers, last night I was studying your 

writing, you know how some stories put you to sleep 

and other stories are so interesting they keep you 

awake…” (Students laugh as they listen to the teacher‟s 

analogy) 

 

3a Teacher L: “Today, I‟m going teach you that writers of 

realistic fiction, re-read their dialogue, almost acting out 

those parts, and then revise their dialogue to add in what 

your character would really say, the tone of voice your 

character would use (gives examples)… and they 

include specific actions so we can see what your 

character is really doing.” (chart pad visual shows those 

3 key lines with an image for each line) 

 

3a Teacher L: “So we‟re going to work on a piece together, 

since you guys know my story really well.” Teacher puts 

one line of her dialogue on the chart pad and reminds 

students what part of the story this is from. She reads it 

out loud and tells students that we will be revising this 

line to make sure it does the three key things (again, 

pointing to the chart pad that lists character‟s actual 

words, tone of voice, and actions). 

 

 

3a Student answers “in a cocky voice” and teacher says 

“Excuse me, vocabulary!” 

 

3a Teacher prompts students to give other terms to describe 

the character‟s tone of voice. 

 

3a Teacher L: “So writers, I hope you see how we revised 

the dialogue by acting a little bit, and then revising the 
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dialogue to think about…” (again, teacher refers to the 

chart pad 3 qualities of dialogue and uses the examples 

of what they just wrote together). 

3a The chart “Qualities of Narrative Writing” has a large 

yellow arrow marked “today” to show where the day‟s 

lesson fits into the Narrative writing curriculum. 

 

 

3a A boy asks, “Should we write a whole new page for it?” 

Teacher L says, “Just the part… remember how I did it? 

Why don‟t you look at what I did...” Teacher points to 

the chart pad they just did together as a class and boy 

looks too. “Do you see how I re-wrote it on another 

piece of paper, just that part, that‟s just what I want you 

to do.” 

 

3a Teacher L: “When we have our characters speaking and 

acting in certain ways in our stories, we really want 

those words and actions to show our character‟s 

personality traits. We‟re going to use today our mentor 

text, The Memory String by Eve Bunting (she holds up 

book), to see how Eve Bunting uses dialogue and action 

to show Laura‟s personality traits.” 

 

 3b: Questioning and Discussion Techniques  Effective 

3b Teacher involves students in student-run discussions 

within partnerships twice during the lesson  

 

3b Teacher watches two students talking in partnership 

showing the attitude of the character by describing the 

character as swinging her hips 

 

3b Teacher L asks students to describe how Minnie is 

looking at Jessica: “How is Minnie looking at Jessica?” 

At least 6 students raise their hand, and she calls on M-- 

who has her hand raised. 

 

3b A boy with his hand raised and called on says, “Like a 

mean face.” Teacher L pushes again, “A mean face… is 

there a word for this?” More hands go up. A girl says, 

“She‟s squinting her eyes.” Another girl called on says, 

“She‟s staring at Jessica.” Teacher L repeats these lines 

so all students can hear. 

 

3b Teacher L: “Now I know what she said, but how is she 

saying it? What‟s her tone of voice?” At least 10 thumbs 

go up in the air. Teacher L calls on M--. 

 

3b Teacher L: “Now tone of voice…How is she saying it? 

(students respond: “cocky voice,” “sassy voice”, ”a 

voice with attitude”) 

 

3b Teacher L has E-- demonstrate one more time and 

instructs students to watch closely for actions. “What are 

her specific actions? Can we name them?” All but 2 

hands shoot up. She calls on N-- who says, “She put the 

„loser sign‟ up.” Teacher L records it on the chard pad. 
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3b Teacher poses an inquiry question to guide the small 

group work and deepen understanding of students‟ using 

dialogue in their writing: “What techniques did Eve 

Bunting use to show Laura‟s personality traits through 

dialogue and action?” To each partnership in the small 

group: “What personality trait do you want to look at?” 

 

 

3b Teacher involves students within small group in student-

run discussions about what techniques Eve Bunting has 

used to show the main character‟s personality traits. 

 

3b Teacher L sits on the rug with a student and reads a 

dialogue line out loud, and asks, “Okay, so what‟s the 

personality trait that‟s trying to shine through?” Student 

is thinking, “Uh, maybe like…” Teacher L rephrases, 

“What‟s his personality trait? What‟s this kid like?” 

Student says selfish. 

 

3b/2b Teacher L asks a boy what he is working on revising. He 

describes a part in his story where he was telling his 

brother he had been afraid of riding roller coasters but 

then loved it. Teacher pushes him to be specific, “How 

did you use what we did today (points to chart pad) in 

your work?” Boy says, “Well, I added a little bit more 

action, like when she (E--) was acting up there, I tried to 

use that, (teacher has a huge smile and her eyes widen) 

so I added my brother shaked his head.” Teacher L leans 

in, “Oh, where did you have that? Can you show me 

that?” Boy reads that part out loud. 

 

3b Teacher L asks student, “What are some things Eve 

Bunting did?” (points to mentor text) Student says, 

“small action.” Teacher L says, “Do you think you could 

do that? Revise that part to really bring out that selfish 

personality?” 

 

3b Teacher L says, “T--, can you come up and share what it 

looked like before and what it looks like now, and read 

it to the class.” 

 

3b Teacher involves students in student-run discussions 

within partnerships at the close of the lesson  

 

 3c: Engaging Students in Learning Highly Effective 

3c 
At the start of the lesson, teacher tells students to take 

out their drafts and find a place where they have their 

characters talking or a place they could get their 

characters talking. “Now search through your draft and 

put your finger on that spot. Go ahead.” 

 

 

3c 
Teacher engages students in their work by asking them 

to read in a way that brings their stories to life. “So 

writers get your conch shell ready on the side …you are 
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going to read that whole part right now into your conch 

shell like actors on Broadway. You‟re going to bring 

that part of your story to life in your conch shell.” 

 

3c Teacher L gives directions for each partner. “Partner 1 

are you ready to act? Partner 2 are you ready to 

narrate?” Students‟ heads nod. “Turn and go.” 

 

3c A boy and girl partner pair (and another girl partner 

pair) all use hand gestures and appropriate tone of voice 

as they act out the line with partners. 

 

3c Student puts hands on hips and shakes head as Minnie  

3c Student is scrunching her eyes and eyes are staring at 

“Jessica” 

 

3c Teacher L: “E--, will you come on up for a second? 

We‟re gonna have E-- revise this dialogue. E-- is now 

Minnie. E--, will you act out this piece of dialogue for 

us. And writers, I want you paying close attention to E--

.” 

 

3c E-- expressively and confidently demonstrates Minnie‟s 

line using the words Minnie would really use, the tone 

of voice, and actions. 

 

3c M-- responds, “She‟s sort of scrunching her eyebrows 

like…” (and demonstrates).  

 

3c Teacher takes student responses and uses these to help 

her revise her piece. 

 

3c During writing time, students sit at their tables, writing 

on yellow paper or using “conch shells” to read their 

writing. 

 

3c Teacher L asks partners to first think of personality traits 

they want to look for in the book. Partner 1 turns toward 

partner 2 and says nostalgic. Partner 2 says stubborn. 

Partner 1 says understanding. Teacher L had been 

working with other partner pairs then jumps back into 

this pair and says, “Okay, so you want to …” She hands 

them the book to look for places where the author shows 

that Laura is determined. 

 

3c “Guys, I‟m just going to leave this here to remind you of 

the work we‟ve done in class.” Teacher L sets down 

chart pad next to partners on the rug. 

 

3c At the close of the workshop students are engaged in 

reflecting on what they have learned during the 

workshop. Teacher gathers the students and asks, “Turn 

and tell your partner what you learned today.” 

 

 3d: Using Assessment in Instruction Highly Effective 

3d Teacher L: “I was also especially pleased that you guys 

had your characters speaking in your story…you would 

write things like: Jill looked up at her mom and said, 
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„I‟m afraid of thunder!‟” 

3d As students look through drafts for dialogue, Teacher L 

is bending over them to see where they are pointing. 

“Okay, good job.” 

 

3d Teacher L listens over students‟ shoulders as they read 

aloud into their conch shells. “Writers, that was great. I 

could hear you really working like actors there.” 

 

3d/3e Teacher L: “Okay guys, freeze for just one second. 

Actors and narrators, I‟m actually noticing that our 

actors aren‟t really being expressive. I want you to 

remember that you‟re acting as Minnie.” Teacher L uses 

movement and expression to demonstrate. “I‟m actually 

hearing the narrators do a fantastic job at capturing what 

they‟re saying.” 

 

3d Teacher L listens to two girl partners, and asks one girl 

to specifically tell her the actions of her partner. The girl 

says, “She has her hands on her hips, and she makes a 

face, and says in a bossy tone, „You‟re a loser.‟” 

Teacher L says, “Ahhh…” to express that now they‟ve 

got it. 

 

3d Near the meeting area, there is a large copy of the 

Narrative Writing Checklist intended for students to use 

to self-assess their narrative writing.  

 

 

3d/3e Another student called on with her hand raised said, 

“She did like a „loser‟ sign.” (Student holds up the L on 

her hand). Teacher L follows up and politely pushes 

students to describe how she‟s looking at her (not 

actions yet). More students‟ hands go up. 

 

2b/3d Teacher instructs students to begin independent work 

and they go back to their seats and begin. With that said 

she also asks students who had difficulty to stay on the 

carpet and four students acknowledge that they need 

extra help and remain on the carpet. 

 

3d/3b Teacher L asks a boy what he is working on revising. He 

describes a part in his story where he was telling his 

brother he had been afraid of riding roller coasters but 

then loved it. Teacher pushes him to be specific, “How 

did you use what we did today (points to chart pad) in 

your work?” Boy says, “Well, I added a little bit more 

action, like when she (E--) was acting up there, I tried to 

use that, (teacher has a huge smile and her eyes widen) 

so I added my brother shaked his head.” Teacher L leans 

in, “Oh, where did you have that? Can you show me 

that?” Boy reads that part out loud. 

 

3d/3e E-- is thinking hard and Teacher L says, “This is hard 

huh? It‟s a little tricky. So why don‟t you go back, re-

read your work, keeping in mind: What is she like? 
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What have I written her to be like? Okay, re-read it, and 

I‟m gonna come back in two minutes.” 

3d Teacher L says, “T--, I love how you used tone of voice 

and specific actions, but you didn‟t just do it in one 

place. You did it in more than one place. So writers, you 

can do exactly what T-- was doing, and I see that most 

of you are, so fantastic.” 

 

3d/3e Teacher L says, “Okay, so you just revised that in one 

part where you showed that she‟s really thoughtful?” 

Student is hesitant. Teacher L says, “Or you didn‟t do 

that yet?” Student says she hasn‟t done it yet. “Okay, so 

how do you think you‟re gonna do that?” Student says 

that she‟ll use internal thinking.  

 

3d Teacher L reads out loud over the shoulder of another 

boy on the rug. His writing includes dialogue that ends 

with he said in a really soft voice. Teacher L exclaims, 

“Oh my gosh, you are getting this! Go back to your seat 

and keep writing. You‟re doing a great job. You‟re 

getting it now.” Boy gets up and returns to his desk. 

 

3d Teacher L returns to a boy on the rug and reads over his 

shoulder, “So C--, you‟re using action – you‟re really 

doing a great job adding in action… that‟s fantastic… 

go ahead and go back to your seat.” Boy gets up and 

goes to his desk. 

 

3d/3e Teacher L comes up to a student and asks, “How‟s it 

going with you?” Student responds that she is a little 

stuck. Teacher asks, “So what personality trait are you 

trying to bring through of your character?” Student says, 

“Well, in this part, she kind of feels powerless.” Teacher 

L respectfully pushes back to address the student‟s 

misunderstanding, “Okay, now is that a feeling or a 

trait?” Student agrees it‟s a feeling. Teacher L says, “So 

now let‟s think of your character as a person.” Student 

says, “She feels… well, she is…” (student self-corrects 

from feeling to trait). 

 

3d Teacher L listens in to partners as they share what they 

learned. Students say things like small action, setting, 

and storytelling voice. 

 

 3e: Demonstrating Flexibility and Responsiveness Effective 

3d/3e As students turn and talk during the lesson, Teacher L: 

“Okay guys, freeze for just one second. Actors and 

narrators, I‟m actually noticing that our actors aren‟t 

really being expressive. I want you to remember that 

you‟re acting as Minnie.” Teacher L uses movement and 

expression to demonstrate. “I‟m actually hearing the 

narrators do a fantastic job at capturing what they‟re 

saying.” 

 

3d/3e Another student called on with her hand raised said,  
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“She did like a „loser‟ sign.” (Student holds up the L on 

her hand). Teacher L follows up and politely pushes 

students to describe how she‟s looking at her (not 

actions yet). More students‟ hands go up. 

3e Teacher L: “So maybe this isn‟t a great spot for you to 

do this, and I know this is really, really hard work…” 

She directs her to read through the whole first page and 

think about where her character should be speaking. 

“Okay, I‟m gonna leave you, and come back to you. 

Okay?” 

 

3e Teacher asks students to acknowledge the charts and 

reminds them that they can use it as a vehicle to help 

them in their writing 

 

3d/3e Teacher L says, “Okay, so you just revised that in one 

part where you showed that she‟s really thoughtful?” 

Student is hesitant. Teacher L says, “Or you didn‟t do 

that yet?” Student says she hasn‟t done it yet. “Okay, so 

how do you think you‟re gonna do that?” Student says 

that she‟ll use internal thinking.  

 

3e The teacher has one student share her work (original 

section of her writing; section revised using the strategy 

of the day‟s lesson) to create the midworkshop teaching 

 

 

3d/3e Teacher L comes up to a student and asks, “How‟s it 

going with you?” Student responds that she is a little 

stuck. Teacher asks, “So what personality trait are you 

trying to bring through of your character?” Student says, 

“Well, in this part, she kind of feels powerless.” Teacher 

L respectfully pushes back to address the student‟s 

misunderstanding, “Okay, now is that a feeling or a 

trait?” Student agrees it‟s a feeling. Teacher L says, “So 

now let‟s think of your character as a person.” Student 

says, “She feels… well, she is…” (student self-corrects 

from feeling to trait). 

 

3d/3e E-- is thinking and Teacher L says, “This is hard huh? 

It‟s a little tricky. So why don‟t you go back, re-read 

your work, keeping in mind: What is she like? What 

have I written her to be like? Okay, re-read it, and I‟m 

gonna come back in two minutes.” Gives student time to 

read over work and think and says she‟ll come back to 

check. Teacher L follows up later in the workshop. 

 

 


